Abstract: In this paper, we propose a novel discrete cuckoo search algorithm (DCS) for solving spherical Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) where all points are on the surface of a sphere. The algorithm is based on the Lévy flight behaviour and brood parasitic behaviour. The proposed algorithm applies study operator, the "A" operator, and 3-opt operator to solutions in the bulletin board to speed up the convergence. Optimization results obtained for HA30 (an instance from TSPLIB) and different size problems are solved. Compared with GA, DCS is better and faster.
Introduction
The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is classical and most widely studied problem in the field of Combinatorial Optimization and attracts computer scientists, mathematicians, and others [1] . The idea of problem is to find shortest route of salesman starting from a given city, visiting n cities only once and finally arriving at origin city. Euclidean TSP is a NP-hard problem as the search space is huge viz. n!, so that it is calculating infeasible to obtain optimal solution to the problem. [2] used local search operators best part collect, C2Opt, smallest square evolution for TSP, the results perform good. [3] Combined the GGA and LGA as an operator to solve TSP. [4] proposed a greedy heuristic algorithm with regret and the cheapest insertion algorithm for TSP.
In metric TSP the nodes lie in a metric space (i.e., the distances satisfy the triangle inequality), whereas in Euclidean TSP the nodes lie in R 2 (or more generally, in R 4 for each d). Much of work on TSP lie in R 2 has been done with heuristic algorithms to produce an optimal or close to optimal solution. The commonly used heuristic approaches are greedy algorithms; 2-opt, 3-opt [1] ; simulated annealing(SA); ant colony algorithm(ACA) [5] ; genetic algorithm (GA); particle swarm optimization (PSO) [6] ; Artificial neural network (ANN) [7] . While the work on multi dimensional TSP is seediness [8] solved 3D-TSP for the multi-dimensional city location. [9] solved TSP with genetic algorithm on a sphere. [10] has proved TSP S (TSP on the curve) is NP hard and can be polynomial time approximated. [11] has described the distribution of distances between random points on a sphere. [12] gave an upper bound and a lower bound of the optimal value to the random spherical TSP.
In this paper, we propose a novel discrete cuckoo search algorithm (DCS) for solving the Euclidean TSP, where all points are on the surface of a sphere. The cuckoo search (CS) algorithm proposed by Deb (2009, 2010 ) is based on Lévy flight behavior and brood parasitic behavior [13] [14] [15] . CS performed excellent on function optimization, engineering design, training neural network and other continuous target optimization problems [16] [17] [18] . Now CS is proposed to solve knapsack problem and nurse scheduling problem [19, 20] .
The proposed algorithm does not save the initial routes in the bulletin board, until the segment between each city and its around cities partially reversed. In every generation, every cuckoo searches a new nest and abandons the old one to decrease the TSP route. In order to accelerate the convergence, the proposed algorithm applies study opera-tor, the "A" operator, and 3-opt operator to solutions in the bulletin board. The search-new-nest operator and the study operator derived from the idea of the Inver-Over operator [21] . Optimization results obtained for HA30 (an instance from TSPLIB) and different size problems are presented.
Spherical Geometry
A sphere is a set of points in 3D space equidistant from a point called the enter of the sphere [22] . The distance from the center to the points on the sphere is called the radius r of the sphere. All the points satisfying the following.
Representation of a Point on the Surface of a Sphere
We can represent coordinate positions on a surface using the following cartesian vector point function [9] :
Each of the coordinate is a function of the two surface parameters u and v. In most cases, we can normalize the three coordinate functions so that parameters u, v ∈ [0, 1]. A spherical surface with radius r and center at the coordinate origin can be described with the equations:
Parameter u describes lines of constant longitude over the surface, while parameter v describes lines of constant latitude. We used a unit sphere which is simply a sphere of radius one for simplification of calculations. Results or path lengths can be evaluated easily for spheres of radius r, multiplying by r.
Equations 3 to 5 can transform to Equations 6 to 7, we obtain
where x, y, z are parameters. 
Finding Geodesics between All Pairs of Points on the Surface of Unit Sphere
A great circle is the intersection a plane and a sphere where the plane also passes through the center of the sphere [23] . A geographic example of a great circle is the earth's equator. Great circles become more important when we realize that the shortest distance between two points on the sphere is along the segment of the great circle. This shortest path is called a geodesic. The curves that minimize the distance between points are called geodesics on any surface. Every meridian of longitude is exactly half a great circle. The parallels of latitude are smaller circles except for the equator. Shortest distance between two points (P 1 , P 2 ) on a spherical surface is along the arc of a great circle. So, it can be used the value of angle theta (θ ) in radians between two
where θ is the angle (smaller one) between two vector directions. Scalar product is calculated as
So shortest distance formula iŝ
From Equations 8 to 10, we can get Equations 11:
Distance from any point P i to any point P j is the same as the distance from point P j to point P i on the sphere. In
which gives the geodesics between all pairs of points on the spherical surface was computed. Especially,d i,i = ∞, means that city to itself is unreachable.
Cuckoo Search Strategies
In nature, cuckoos use an aggressive strategy of reproduction that involves the female hack nests of other birds to lay their eggs fertilized [13] . Sometimes, the egg of cuckoo in the nest is discovered and the hacked birds discard or abandon the nest and start their own brood elsewhere. The CS is based on the following three ideas lased rules (Yang and Deb, 2010):
(1) Each cuckoo lays one egg at a time, and dumps it in a randomly chosen nest.
(2) The best nests with high quality of eggs (solutions) will carry over to the next generations.
(3) The number of available host nests is fixed, and a host can discover an alien egg with a probability p a ∈ (0, 1). In this case, the host bird can either throw the egg away or abandon the nest so as to build a completely new nest in a new location.
The last assumption can be approximated by a fraction p a of the n nests being replaced by new nests (with new random solutions at new locations). The generation of new solutions x t+1 is done by using a Lévy flight. Lévy flights essentially provide a random walk while their random steps are drawn from a Lvy distribution for large steps which has an infinite variance with an infinite mean. Here, the consecutive jumps (steps) of a cuckoo essentially form a random walk process [16] which obeys a power-law steplength distribution with a heavy tail.
where α > 0 is the step size which should be related to the scales of the problem of interest. Generally, we take α = O (1) . The product ⊕ means entry-wise multiplications. This entry-wise product is similar to those used in PSO, but here the random walk via Lévy flight is more efficient in exploring the search space as its step length is much longer in the long run.
The Proposed Algorithm for TSP on A Sphere
Discrete cuckoo search algorithm is recently proposed to solve knapsack problem [19] and nurse scheduling problem [20] . In this paper we will propose a discrete cuckoo search algorithm to solve Euclidean TSP where all points are on the surface of a sphere.
Discrete Cuckoo Search Algorithm
Discrete cuckoo search algorithm (DCS) produce a city number every call. If given a city C as input, DCS will produce another city D as output. It means a cuckoo will fly from C to D, and the probability relevant to their distance. Detailed description is as following. Firstly, suppose the cuckoo at present locate at city C, and the distances between city C and m cities are given by
for real elements of λ is in the range [0, +∞].
2) When ∥p∥ < 1, compute
Note that L is a flight length, set B contains all cities a flight can reach, d C,E means a cuckoo always choose city E (which is the forest city but within L) to visit after visited city C. The algorithm transforms the random-walk vector (p) to a scalar (L) and chooses a city (no farther than L) as the next visited city. Here the consecutive jumps (steps) of a cuckoo essentially form a random walk process which obeys a power-law step-length distribution with a heavy tail, avoiding the tedious time consuming of probability density formula.
Representation of Solution
A cuckoo flies between cities obeying Lévy distribution. At the beginning, a cuckoo visited n cities once and saved its traved order in the bulletin. Individual is a nest which represents the first city (the end city) of a route (solution). Population is all n nests which represent n cities. A solution represents an available route. Bulletin board save all n solutions and refresh by offspring's generation by generation. In every generation, n cuckoos start from their nests c ⃝ 2013 NSP Natural Sciences Publishing Cor. flying around to get new nests replacing of the olds. By partially reversing of segment of route (start from old nest to the new nest) the algorithm eliminates crossover edges to find shorter route (better solution). Fitness defined as its route length: the smaller, the better. To improvement its effectiveness, the proposed algorithm applies study operator, the "A" operator, 3-opt operator to the bulletin board. The search-new-nest operator and study operator derived from the idea of the Inver-Over operator [21] .
Steps of DCS to TSP
The proposed discrete CS algorithm to solve TSP problem described as follow:
Discrete Cuckoo Search to solve Traveling Salesman Problem:
Begin
Objective function f (π), city distances array; Initial a population of n host nests (cities))
Cuckoos fly via DCS to find an initial route (solution).
Mend initial solutions and saved in the bulletin board. Evaluate the route length (fitness) of solutions 
End
Study operator to the bulletin board, The "A" operator to the bulletin board. 3-opt operator to the bulletin board. Host birds abandon p a ∈ (0, 1) nests, and search p a new nests; Refresh the bulletin board and keeping the best solutions (and nests).
Rank the solutions, and find the best route (solution).
Postprocess results and visualization. End Following we describe detail how operators work.
Initial Solution
Cuckoos starting from its nest fly to a new city via DCS. Suppose this cuckoo arrive at city C, the algorithm regards C as take-off city and choose a new city D to visit next time; then regards D as take-off city and choose another city to visit· · · . until all cities have been visited. Every city can be visited only once and be signed unreachable after visited.
After that the algorithm saves a travelling order as a solution. Next, for every C equal to 1, 2, · · · , m, produce an other city D, judge whether reversing the segment between C and D can decrease the route length. If yes, save the new solution (route) in the bulletin board. If not, save the old one.
The Search New Nest Operator
A cuckoo starting from its nest fly to a new city via DCS, checking whether the route decrease by reversing the segment between take-off city and touch-down city or not. If yes, the new route will be saved in the bulletin board; or not it will continuously fly and check until touch-down city adjoin the starting nest. At the end, the last visited city will be regard as new nest in the next generation. Note that, the algorithm only reverse the segment between two dis-adjoin cities.
Assume that the current individual is
Cuckoo's nest is city 2, and touch-down city is 7. The result of inversion of segment starts after city 2 and terminates after city 7 is
If the reversing result is shorter (F ′ 1 < F 1 ), new route will be saved, or not cuckoo starting from city 7 (see as take-off city) will fly to a new city (see as touch-down city). But if the touch-down city adjoin with its nest or find a shorter route, cuckoo stops fly. For example, suppose the current individual is
Cuckoo's nest is city 7; this cuckoo starts from city 4 just now, and arrive at city 6. Since city 6 is already before (adjoin with) city 7, the continual flights (inversions) terminate.
When searching new nest operator finished, the inversion may happen several times or may not once (that means the route may not change). In either case, a new nest is produced. Note again, a cuckoo's every movation is looking for the next city to visit. A far-away city is selected in small probability and neighboring cities is selected very likely. The selected probability and distance from take-off city to touch-down city fit Lévy distribution. This method instructs the proposed algorithm works effectively. Note also, the search-new-nest operator of proposed algorithm is different from the one of basic CS, because the former is to find a proper visiting order. While the city location has nothing to do with route order, the order of visiting has great influence on solution. A cuckoo may fly several times until find a good order. c ⃝ 2013 NSP Natural Sciences Publishing Cor.
The Abandon Operator
The search new nest operator and abandon operator imitate the cuckoo's brood behavior. The former carried out by cuckoos, while the latter performed by host birds. If the generated number r ∼ U[0, 1] is less than a given fixed probability p a ∈ (0, 1), a host bird abandon its nest and search for a new one. Note, the abandon probability of old nest irrelevant to its coordinate but relate to the route length (fitness). The longer the route, the more likely its nest is abandoned. Though the old nest is abandoned, but the corresponding solution won't change; solution will change when searching a new nest.
The Study Operator
The study operator acts on two solutions in the bulletin board at the same time. Assume they are S 1 and S 2 . If a substring in the S 2 is better than S 1 , copy it to S 1 and change the bad of S 1 . If this substring is worse, copy corresponding substring from S 1 to S 2 and mend the bad of S 2 . They study well from each other and change bad.
For example, assume that S 1 is
Assume that S 2 is
where S 1 , S 2 are choose randomly from the board. Suppose the current city is C = 2, the operator search for the city 7 in the S 2 which is next to 2, so the substring is "27". Thus the operator reverse the segment starts after city 2 and terminates after city 7 in the S 1 . Consequently, a new solution is
If not, it means that the substring "27"+"38" is worse than "23"+"78". So the corresponding substring is "78". Therefore the segment for inversion in the S 2 starts after city 7 and terminates after city 8. But "8" is in front of "7", the operator reverse the segment starts before 8 and ends before 7. As a result, a new solution is produced 3, 5, 6, 2, 4, 8, 7 ) If the fitness of S ′ 1 is less than S 2 , S ′ 2 would be saved. The study operator make C equal to 1, 2, · · · , m in turn. For each value, the inversion caused by "study well" and "change bad" has been applied several times in the process of executing.
The "A" Operator
The study operator acts on only one solution in the bulletin board every time. The operator can mend the route well which looks like "A". Assume a solution is S (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) .
A cuckoo fly from city C = 2 to city 6 via DCS, judge whether delete 2 from original order and inserting 2 after 6 can decrease the route length. After insertion, new solution is produced 3, 4, 5, 6, 2, 7, 8) .
If the new route is better (F ′ < F), save it into board; or not don't change. Following is a schematic diagram The "A" operator make C equal to 1, 2, · · · , m in turn. For each value, the inserting executed most once.
The 3-opt Operator
The 3-opt operator acts on a solution once. It removes 3 edges from the tour and divided the tour into 3 pieces. It means there are two ways of reconnecting the 3 substring into a valid tour. If a tour is 3 optimal it is also 2 optimal (Helsgaun) [24] . 
Simulations
We test our algorithm in the two simulations: Part A and Part B. Part A show an instance HA30 from TSPLIB. In Part B represents instances which were obtained for N = 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400 points on the unit sphere, and a new random point set was generated for each trial. Part A Population size n = 4, abandon rate p a = 0.5, β = 2, r = 39.59. There are 30 cities in the HA30. We use these coordinates and distances matrix as input. If the route length of the best solution hasn't change for 10 generations, the algorithm stops. Figure 4 show the best route from different directions.
Please focus on the red part of sphere, which rotates in a direction that is horizontal counterclockwise. The shortest route length of HA30 is 503. And solution is: Part B Table 1 and Table 2 are obtained in the 10 runs. Population size n = 200 abandon rate p a = 0.5, β = 2, r = 1. Data in these two tables is average spherical TSP tour lengths. The results of DCS signed by bold letters. From Table 1 and Table2, we note that DCS is far better than GA.
Conclusions
Two important contributions of this paper are to be the first serious application of HA30 from TSPLIB which is on the earth and to propose a simple and efficient cuckoo search algorithm based solving method for spherical TSP which is different from 3-dimensional Euclidean TSP. Cuckoo search algorithm is based on the Lvy flight behavior and brood parasitic behavior. Another contribution is to develop MATLAB tool to experiment TSP on the surface of the sphere.
The search new nest operator and study operator are different from the inver-over operator though they borrow the idea of it. The biggest difference is that the operators in the proposed algorithm applying DCS to search around for the current city. In addition, the study operator is more effective than original crossover operator, because it not only can improve the solution S 1 , but also can improve the solution S 2 .
